JAPANESE PRINTS GC063 M-4
1. Unidentified artist: Fireman’s Festival
2. Unidentified Artist: Mural of Transportation Jookisen (steamship) & Denkisen (train)
3. Unidentified Artist: Traditional Noh play masks
4. Artist: Utamaro, Kitagawa. Title Description: Geisha women
5. Unidentified Artist: Samurai Warriors fighting; from pre-Edo period
6. Unidentified Artist: triptych of Japanese samurai and Geisha
7. Artists: Kosaka, Ryuji. Title: Shimmering Breeze
8. Artist: Miyashita, Tokio. Title: Saihuyu (Beginning of winter)
9. Unidentified Artist: Three Japanese men doing calligraphy

DRAWER K-9
2. Hashimoto, O: Title undetermined (by me).
4. Matsubara: Tibetan Monastery
5. Hagiwara, Hideo: Soil
6. Fumasaka: Untitled
7. Orange and gold circular pattern on rice paper
8. Mori, Yoshitoshi: Untitled.
9. Mayumi: Untitled; naked woman
10. Matsubara, Naoko: Sanjuusangendoo
11. Matsubara, Naoko: Black and white Japanese countryside scene

GC063 N-1
1. Geisha woman
2. Two geisha women, one kneeling, another standing
3. Several heron
4. Amida Buddha
5. Nihon no Shakushoo (Japanese peasants)

GC063 N-2
1. Three panel print of Japanese aristocratic women and geishas
2. Honoring the Bakufu (Shogunate), depiction of the Shogunate council
4. Kiyonaga, Torii: Aristocrat house and attendants
5. Black bird on tree branch.
6. No artist provided: Stencil drawings of various birds.
7. Kingyoo (Carp).
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8. Koin: Blackbird perched on a snowy branch
9. Eishoosai, Choki: Woman watching sunrise on a New Year’s Day
10. Shunchoooga: Four Japanese aristocrat women
11. Japanese woman in long flowering kimono, with a fire pit in the background
14. Shunkeikaku: little girls making a snow dog with courtesan observing
15. Samurai unraveling a scroll

GC063 N-3 (The war pictures here all have to do with peasant and samurai rebellions)

1. Three-panel print depicting a battle scene in Sino-Japanese war
2. Utamaro, Kitagawa: Geisha girls.
3. Geisha girl attending on three men
4. Unknown; 4 men and two women looking at a scroll
5. Hashimoto, Naoshi: Wine ceremony.
6. Modernizing Japan, Western trade ships and merchants at Edo Bay.
7. Samurai fighting at a waterfall.
9. Battle scene with castle looming in the background
10. Japanese officer with sword preparing to kill rebels in the Satsuma rebellion
11. Black and white print of young boy with mother and courtesan
12. Military consulate, officers debating battle strategy.
13. Dengenzakutsu no daisensoo (The peasant’s war in the fields)
14. Battle on a pontoon bridge
15. The Shogunate council.
16. Ships firing on a castle
17. War at sea
18. The Great Japanese Shogunate and his samurai
19. Three pictures of samurai in different dress

GC063 N-4

1. Nagata, Isshu: How to make Gyotaka
2. Iragaki, Nenjiro: Eight Storied Tower.
3. Matsubara, Naoko: Miyaki-Odori
4. Women on tatami mats bowing.
7. Saito, Kiyoshi: Ancient city of Nara.
8. Stand on the Snow Gorge.
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9. Hagiwara, Hideo: Star on the Sand No. 3.
10. Ikeyama, Shiro: Maru-to-Shima.
13. Kisookaidoo (Snow falling on Japanese-style houses)
14. Hayashi: Kawara no ka (Paneling a house)
15. Tanada, Koichi: Calligraphy.
17. Ikeda, Ryoji: Vananas.
19. Gray background with black circle pattern (can’t read the author’s signature)
23. Artist unknown: Untitled, Math problems with photograph of child in background

GC063 N-5

1. Funaka, Yoshisuke: My space and my dimension.
2. Funaka, Yoshisuke: Untitled, Colored lines and black and white splotches on a brown background
3. Hamaguchi, Yozo: Bowl of Cherries.
4. Miyashita, Zokio: Mizu to Midori (Water and Green)
5. Hamaguchi, Yozo: Untitled (light oval with darkened forms of cherries)
6. Artist unknown: Collage (unhoused print)
10. Kaneda, Shishi: View point
14. Mizufune, R.: Kajime Lamp (Seagull Lamp)
15. Ouchi, M.: Aragoto
16. Matsubara, Naoko: Dragon??
18. Miyashita, Zokio: Untitled; red background with black splotches interposed
19. Totsuka: Untitled; Gray background with nails (2 copies)
20. Toriguchi, S.: Portrait-T
22. Artist unknown; wire.
23. Yayanagi: Fushigi na hako (Boite mysterieuse or mysterious box)

GC063 Japanese Prints Not Modern

1. Utamaro, Kitagawa: Aristocrat ladies.
2. Utamaro, Kitagawa: Eizanhitsu.
3. Artist Unknown: Dentoo fujun kankyou shi (Traditional, peaceful scene at the
government house)
4. Artist Unknown: Trip to Mount Fuji to pray for good luck.
5. Rice paper print of Two geisha girls.
6. A coastal view off of Kyushu Island.
7. Hiroshige, Utagawa: A fishing scene in Ishiyama.
   11. Hiroshige, Utagawa: Making snowballs in winter.
   13. Artist unknown; Small boat on the Sekigawa River.
   14. Hiroshige, Utagawa: Scene along road on East Coast of Japan.
   16. Hiroshige, Utagawa: Scene along a river.
   17. Meiji era folder of various prints depicting Japanese aristocratic life. Very fragile,
    falling apart.
   18. Hiroshige, Utagawa: Scene in Edo
   19. Hiroshige, Utagawa: Tokaido Road in winter.

GC063 Japanese Prints: Surimonos

1. Various small prints depicting aristocratic life and the warrior class.
2. Print depicting a large procession of ladies.

GC063 Japanese Prints

4. Artist unknown; Shuukoga written in bottom left hand corner (artist,
publisher??), Man finishing his spring bathing
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5. Kiyomitsu, Torii: Kabuki dancer.

GC063 Japanese Prints: Landscapes

1. Artist Unknown: Beautiful Spring Scene
2. Artist Unknown: Meihashi (Famous bridge)
3. Kuniyoshi: Snow scenery of Tsukahara, Sado Province. (2 copies)
5. Hiroshige, Ichiryusai: Fishing boats on the Ikeda River
7. Katsushika, Hokusai: Snowy scene under Mount Fuji
16. No artist (the writing on the margins is chopped off): Title of top print is Hon Tora (Running Tiger). Bottom print has no title (Elephant being washed).
17. Hiroshige, Ichiryusai: Enko no keshiki (Scene of the Far Bay No. 30) Woodcut print
18. Hiroshige, Ichiryusai: Lotus flowers in bloom

GC063 Japanese Figure Prints: Facsimilies

1. Artist Unknown; Woman and her samurai and courtesan escorts, one in a series of 4 prints.
2. No artist; religious Buddhist scene.
4. Toriyoshi: Kabuki theatre.
5. Kitagawa, Utamaro: Portrait of an actor
8. Artist Unknown; Shunga (in the modern days this word means pornography, but it’s a picture of a woman sitting on a floor) ??? I have no idea
10. Kiyohiro, Torii: Samurai girl with a thatched hat
11. Artist Unknown; Portrait of a woman.
12. Kiyohiro, Torii: Vendor woman
13. Kiyohiro, Torii: Woman under a mountain tree
15. Kiyohiro, Torii: Painter and his wife.
17. Nishimura, Shigenaga: Kabuki actress.
18. Okumura, Toshinobu: Woman nursing her child.
19. Ishikawa, Toyonobu: Woman barely showing her leg under her kimono.
20. Kiyohiro, Torii: Untitled, two women, one with samurai sword and the other with an umbrella.
22. Nishimura: Untitled; Samurai on dock talking with woman in a boat
23. Nishimura: The samurai Sawamaru
24. Kiyohiro, Torii: Sakura jyosei (Cherry blossom woman)
25. Kiyonobu, Torii: Woman in spring
27. Kaihoku, Chuzaemon: Fuji Musume (Fuji’s daughter).
28. Harunobu, Suzuki: Mitate Kikujidou (girl’s name)
29. Harunobu, Suzuki: Yukichuu no sooai kasa (Couple under an umbrella in snow)
30. Harunobu, Suzuki: Musume no natsu no asobi (Daughters playing in summer)
31. Isoda, Koryusai: Untitled, women gathering clams at the beach
32. Shuncho: Women making silk garments
33. Shuncho: Untitled, woman outside in winter
34. Shuncho: Untitled, portrait of a family
35. Kiyonaga, Torii: Courtesan from the house of Ogawabaya with her attendants. 1785.
36. Eiri: O-man (name of woman) portrait.

GC063 Japanese Prints Gillette Griffin Collection

1. Hokkei: Man with a bow and arrow, ca. 1856.
2. No artist: Circle of Hokusai
3. No artist, no title: Nature landscape of river and mountains
5. Sharaku, Toshusai: Untitled, Portrait of a woman
6. Hokusai: Lightning at the base of Mount Fuji, 36 views of Mount Fuji.
7. Artist Unknown; Two Kabuki actresses
8. No Artist, No title: Three women sitting, one half nude.
10. Ishikawa, Toyonobu: Untitled, woman in kimono with an umbrella.
11. Hishikawa, Moronobu: Yoshiwara no machi (The Yoshiwara district of Edo)
13. Katsukawa, Shunko: Iwai Honshiru no hayuu (The actor Iwai Honshiru)
15. Kunisada, Toyokuni: Scene from the famous Japanese drama Chushingura (The treasury of the 47 loyal retainers), in which Haya no kampei commits ritualistic suicide.
17. Shigemasu, Kitao: Garden of Somei.
18. Nishimura, Shigenaga: Two troubadours.
21. Shuncho: Untitled; Rice paddy scene.
22. Kitagawa, Utamaro: Untitled; woman putting on her sandals.

GC063 Japanese Prints Figurative: Authentic

1. Utagawa, Toyokuni??; Country scene in winter
2. Kiyonaga, Torii: Untitled, Meiji-era aristocrats in a traditional Japanese house
3. No artist; Untitled, Japanese girl playing a traditional drum instrument
4. Utagawa, Toyokuni??; Bustling scene in a government prefectural office
5. Shigamasa: Untitled, Japanese woman sitting on a tatami mat while being seen by an attendant
6. Kitagawa, Utamaro: One of the Tosei kodomo rokkasen (contemporary views of children, one of 6 prints in this series)
7. Kitagawa, Utamaro: One of Tosei kodomo rokkasen (contemporary views of children, one of 6 prints)
8. Kitagawa, Utamaro: One of Tosei kodomo rokkasen (contemporary views of children, one of 6 prints)
9. Kitagawa, Utamaro: One of Tosei kodomo rokkasen (contemporary views of children, one of 6 prints)
10. Shunsho: Ise monogatari (The tale of Ise), woman playing a song for a lord
11. Shunsho: Ise monogatari (The tale of Ise), lord and his family on a boat
12. Artist unknown (from Kitagawa school); Untitled, three Japanese women playing a dice game
13. Artist unknown (from Kitagawa school); Untitled, five Japanese women
14. Sayokuni?; Untitled, most likely a scene from a Japanese play (text written on back of print, this print probably was part of a book or collection of poems)
15. Toyohiro: Subarashii Kekkon no Jyuunipo (The Twelve stages of preparation for an elegant marriage)- 4 prints of three panels each

GC063 Japanese Prints Gillette Griffen collection

1. No Artist provided; Tanabata no yurai (Origins of the Tanabata festival). In three gold pamphlets, marked Gillette Griffen Collection #48.
2. No artist provided; Machi no keshiki (Village scene)
3. Eizan, Kikugawa: A woman standing
4. Eishi, Hosada: The courtesan Tsuruneo of Tsuru-ya
5. Kiyonomi: Untitled, two women, one standing one kneeling and checking the hem of a kimono
6. Katsuhara, Shinho: The actor Onse Matsufuke
7. Shigehawa, Nishimuri: Three women on the theme of cherry, moon, and snow
8. No artist provided; Untitled, Beautiful winter scene on a mountain river
9. No artist provided; Scene from the Tale of Genji
10. No artist provided; Untitled; possibly an actor in the Tale of Heike
11. No artist provided; Untitled; most likely a portrait of an actor
12. No artist; Untitled, shogunate and a loyal retainer
13. Artist unknown; Untitled; two women, one helping the other put on her kimono sash
14. No artist; Untitled, portrait of an unnamed actor
15. Shigenaga, Nishimura: Nobleman carried on a palenquin
16. No artist; Buddhist priest
17. No artist; Untitled, probably an actor
18. Hokusai: House construction, one of 36 views of Mount Fuji
19. Artist unknown: The Lord Nobunaga
20. Artist Unknown: The Lord Miyoshi
21. Artist unknown: Seppuku (Ritualistic suicide) scene from the play Chunshingura
22. No artist provided; Untitled, a kabuki actor at dance
23. No artist provided; Untitled, portrait of a samurai lord
24. Artist unknown: Samurai lord of Edo, chozo (woodblock print)
25. No artist; Untitled, strange pen sketch of a samurai lord, for some reason the Star of David is sketched on his kimono??

GC063 Japanese Stencils

1. Untitled, brown paper stencil cut of flowers
2. Untitled, brown paper stencil cut of flowers
3. Untitled, brown paper stencil cut of flowers
4. Untitled, brown paper stencil cut of flowers

GC063 Japanese Stencils

1. Dolmetsch, H.: Japnische Vorbilder-Decorative motifs Japanese stencils
2. Dolmetsch, H.: Japnische Vorbilder-Decorative motifs Japanese stencils
3. Japanese stenciled fabrics. GC1995-84
4. Brown paper stencil cut of flowers
5. Brown paper stencil cut of flowers
6. Black paper stencil cut of flowers
7. Brown paper stencil cut of an oriental design

GC063 Old Japanese Prints

1. Taniyoshi?: A mother and her children
2. Taniyoshi?: A bridge scene, a mother and child and an elderly woman
3. Utamaro, Kitagawa: Tosei Kodomo Rokkasen (One of 6 contemporary views of children)
4. Artist unknown: Koto player
5. Artist unknown: Samurai warrior
6. Hisaroya (don’t know if this is artist or publisher): Untitled, samurai warrior
7. Artist unknown: Japanese lords and ladies and their clothing
8. Artist unknown: Children’s Yukata and Kimono (literally Children’s clothing)
9. Utamaro, Kitagawa: Ladies and a lord at leisure
10. Yeisen: Female calligraphers
11. Toyaharu?: A Street scene in Edo
12. Artist unknown: Untitled, victorious samurai in battle with the land of the rising sun in the background
13. Artist Unknown: Jyosei no kimono no keshiki (Scene of women and their kimono) 2 copies
14. Artist unknown; Untitled, some sort of story told panel by panel
15. Artist unknown; Shiboosha no matsuri (Fireman’s Parade)
16. Artist unknown: Kabuki theatre scene
17. Artist unknown: Modern Edo and its people
18. Taniyoshi?: An aristocrat woman in a gondola

GC063 Large box of Japanese stencils

1. Oriental design stencil
2. Plant stencil
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3. Leaves stencil
4. Flower stencil
5. Lotus flower stencil
6. Cherry blossom stencil
7. Cherry blossom stencil
8. Dove stencil

GC063 Modern Japanese Prints

1. No artist provided: Ooame no ato hana (The flower after the big rain)
2. Bloody battle scene from the first Sino-Japanese War
3. Toyohiro: Woman carrying a lacquered box
4. No artist provided: Untitled, strange brush print, possibly a nature scene??
5. Takahira: Untitled rice paper prints
6. Kosaka, Ryuji: Shimmering breeze
7. No artist: Untitled, picture of an oxen
8. Yoshida, Toshi: Ishiyamatera (Ishiyama temple)
12. No artist provided: Seiohuro (Cleansing bath)
14. Yoshida, H.: Moon light of Taj Mahal No. 4
15. Ohba, Masao: Saezuri
17. Ohba, Masao: Kodai no shu (Ancient Hunting)
18. Ohba, Masao: Kaze no tayori (The Tayori of the Wind)
19. Artist Unknown: Untitled, cartoonish picture of a man
22. Hinoda, Toko: East Moon
24. Ohba, Masao: Kodai no hibiku (Ancient scenery)